Mobile ad-hoc network is a collection of mobile nodes forming an instant network characterized by wireless links, dynamic topology and easy deployment. Random movement of nodes imposes challenges on the network resource. In this paper, we have critically analyzed the performance of DSR and its variant SASR. With the use of Sequence Number SASR, can prevent the Stale route information across the network and block their use in Route Reply. Whereas DSR can circulate the stale route information in the absence of Sequence Number, resulting in conflicting Route Discovery. Study reveals that SASR prevents spreading of Stale Route information, improving the performance as compared to DSR in terms of both Packet Delivery Ratio and Bandwidth utilization.
DSR is a simple and efficient routing protocol designed especially for use in multi-hop wireless ad-hoc networks. It is an on-demand routing protocol. Like other reactive Protocol it also has two phases, Route Discovery and Route maintenance. Whenever a node finds a new path towards destination, it stores that path in its cache for future use. The disadvantage of this protocol is that the route maintenance mechanism does not repair a broken link. Stale route cache information could also result in inconsistencies during the route reconstruction phase [7] .
SASR (Sequence Number Aided Source Routing) is a new reactive routing protocol, that introduces the use of Sequence Number for evaluating validity of cached routing information when source routing and route caching are used [4] . This new protocol reduces the possibility of spreading of stale route information across the network, therefore reduces the overheads involved in finding a route [4] . 
Route Discovery Process
DSR uses the concept of source routing. Source route is the sequence of hops between the source and the destination. Source route is defined in the header of the packet (source routing). When source node "S" wants to send a data packet to destination node "D", the source node "S" first searches its cache for availability of any route to node "D". If route to destination node "D" is unavailable in its cache, it invokes the Route Discovery process. Source "S" sends a Route Request (R.REQ) packet with Source address, Destination address and unique Request ID attached with the Request packet [8] . Figure 2 and 3, explaining the Route Discovery mechanism in DSR protocol. Figure 2 and 3 illustrate the Route Request and Route Reply scenario. 
Route Maintenance Process
Due to mobility, any active link can become inactive anytime. For spreading link break information, Route Maintenance procedure is used in DSR. There can be possibility, that link which is active now, must not be working in future. Whenever an intermediate node finds a broken link in the path from Source "S" to Destination "D", it sends a Route Error (R.ERR) message back to Source S [12] .
When Route Error message arrives at Source "S", it removes route to corresponding node from its cache and finds another route to Destination "D", through Route Discovery (If no other route is available in cache). For example, consider a network scenario of 9 nodes placed randomly as shown in Figure 4 (depicts the Route Maintenance phase in DSR).
Steps of Route Maintenance Phase in Dynamic Source
Routing on network scenario considered:
1. Suppose link between Node "B" & Node "C" is broken as shown in Figure 4 . 2. Node "B", sends R.ERR message to its immediate neighbor Node "A" which in turn further forward it to its next neighbor Node "S" (source node) and Node "C" forward R.ERR message to Node "D". 3. Now, Node "S", delete the corresponding route to destination "D", as shown in Figure 4 . 4. Now, if again data transmission is desired, Source Node "S", check its cache for any alternate route to specific Destination "D". In the absence of route, it again reinitiates Route Discovery. 
SASR (Sequence

Route Discovery Process
Route Discovery process includes requesting, building and establishing routes. This is referred as Route Request and Route Reply [4] . SASR is an on-demand protocol. Route Discovery is initiated only when there is need to find a route to destination. SASR avoid using source routing in the route request phase of a route discovery and limit its use in route reply, since actual caching of routes is performed at that time. SASR is an on-demand protocol.
Consider the case, where Node n s (address of the source node) wants to send data packet to a Node n d (address of the destination node). Initially, n s checks in its cache for a route to the destination. 2. Intermediate nodes n i , adds in its cache a route entry that contain the data [n s , n prev , rn s ], which also represent the reverse route from which the packet was received. The same route entry is used in the route reply phase, for setting up the route.
3. The packet is finally broadcasted [3] .
For example, consider a network scenario where, 9 nodes are placed randomly as shown in Figure 5 (depicts the Route Request phase of SASR).
Steps of Route Request Phase in Sequence Aided Source
1. When Node "S" wishes to send data to Destination Node "D", it send Route Request message to all its immediate neighbors as shown in Figure 5 , (Node "A" & Node "B") with request id=1 & sn max =100 i.e. the last known destination Sequence Number at source "S". 2. On receiving Route Request, Node "A" performs the following task:- Node "A" found Sequence Number of the route available, equal to the Sequence Number of the incoming request packet. So, send the available path as reply back to the source Node "S". 
Route Reply from Destination node
In SASR route is constructed during reply phase, whereas in DSR the discovered route has been constructed in the packet Header upon reaching the destination. The structure of the route reply packet can be represented by <S, rn s , <x r,j,d >, <sn r,j,d >, D> [3] . Where, S-Denotes the last known destination Sequence Number. 3. Now, Source Node "S", will select the path, that has the lowest hop count, in this network scenario, path S-A-B-C-D is selected, as it has lowest hop count. Now, Suppose link failure occur between S-A & S-E due to Mobility, and corresponding routes to destination "D" are removed from S"s cache. After sometime, if Node "S" desires to transmit data to Destination Node "D", it will check its cache for any available route. But it does not found any, so Node "S", again transmit Route Request Packet, to its immediate neighbors with increased Request number, as shown in Figure 8 . 
